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Anno
tations
I spent my time during the
last project gathering
research for my concept as
the practical requirements
were smaller.
The following is a very brief
summary of that research.
The full versions of the
annotations can be found on
my blog:
http://nigelheather.wordpress.
com/category/final-show/
annotations/

The Element: How finding your
passion changes everything.
- Ken Robinson & Lou Aronica
Using the examples of many famous and
creative people, Robinson explores and cries
out for a change in the educational and business model. By focusing too much on what are
seen as the higher subjects like math many
people, he argues, think that they are not talented and even stupid. Robinson calls for a
change in the way people are educated in order
to make this change happen and stop people
from
failing to live up to their potential.

The Self-Organizing Computer Course
- Shimon Schocken
A talk about the computer courses
Schocken and his associates developed. When
they offered the course online they were
surprised at the results that students they came
up with. The course started teaching itself and
was flexible to suit the individual and the group.
From this he learned of the need to allow
students to work outside of grading and with no
fear of failing, students excel in their creativity.

The Independent Project White Paper.
- Sam Levin
Review and outlining of a project undertaken
by Monument Mountain Regional High School
in alternative student driven school-within-aschool. Levin feels that engagement and
mastery are missing from many high schools.
He sees that students who are not engaged are
learning material that is not very intellectually
valuable. The paper is the explaining and
documenting of the project for further
implementation by other schools.

Polaris: An Online Portfolio System
for Undergraduate Engineering
Students
More or less a sales pitch about the Polaris
system which is an ePortfolio system
specifically designed for The University of Texas
at Austin’s College of Engineering. It’s an
in-house ePortfolio system made available to all
engineering students, who were encouraged to
use it on a voluntary basis.
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Fleshing out the system in words and pictures.
Jumping from one to the other in order to best
explain the processes.

Thoughts on layouts and how best to express
the functions in ways that are pleasing and
intuitive

The little shimmers of ideas
some which worked others
never left the page.
Trying to work out problems
through questions and answers.

Everywhere I go I carry a notebook to scribble
ideas and plan out thoughts. Should I ever lose
my mind I’ll be able to keep track of why.

Visualization of ideas. Thumbnails and sketches
helping me to clearly map out the system.

From concepts, to words, to pictures. Sketching out the
ideas in the form of an animation.
By breaking down the keypoints in this way I could
really grasp and show the benefits of the system.
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Homepage
“The homepage will be light on text and
filled with icons. By using icons you
cut down on the need to communicate
through language (Valtolina, 2012).
It is one of the simplest forms of
communication.
To reduce this confusion I have included
text under each one explaining its
function and small blurb to describe it.
(Nielsen, 1999)”
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Portfolio
“I kept the layout of the page very similar
to what an actually portfolio would look
like when its published. It became the
format for the site”
“By having this structure the user knows
what to expect when they create their
portfolio. Its a similar idea to keeping the
structure of the page the same as you
navigate through a site
(Nielsen, 1999).”
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Portfolio
“The expanded version with option tabs
open. By keeping the options off the
screen the user isn’t bombarded with
messages and buttons but can interact
with them when needed.”
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Course Selector
“This section will be linked to the UCAS
search features. The user can select
what courses they want to send their
portfolio to and compose a message to
the courses.”
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Storage
“This page is for the user to be able to
see what they have stored on the system
in order to be able to upload more media
should it be required.”
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Biography
“This is to let the student step back from
their work and talk about themselves. Its
important in creating a personal feel to
their portfolios.(Weinschenk, 2009).”
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Inbox
“The Inbox is so that students can keep
track of their correspondence from
colleges. This system can very easily
link into the users own email service but
its good to keep things like this together
under one site.”
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Playing with the icons. Trying out shapes and forms
and seeing what fits. A brief flirtation with the idea of
a narrator character helping the process.
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icons are the first steps.
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Thoughts of a navigation feature. Abandoned
after hitting stumbling block with other icons.
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Banners & Buttons.
Throughout the site these would be
featured in a range of roles.

Homepage icons in their on and off stages.
Created to be simple and fun. Its clear from
them what to expect when you click on them.
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What is this?

Describe your work...
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What is this?

What were you thinking while you created?

What is this?

http://nigelheather.
wordpress.com/
Have
you ever done anything like this
before?
category/final-show/
designs/

Homepage
“Using large icons to create a page that
is both visually attractive and easy to
navigate. Most of the space is taken up
with these icons that are links.”
“While a homepage must function as an
entry point and explanation to the site,
(Neilsen, 2002), there is little that needs
explaining on this page and it’s best just
have it as a space that invites the user
in.”

It’s not just about your work. Let people
know about you, your interests and your
inspirations.

All About You

Reach out and connect. Find the course
for you and start getting feedback on your
work.

Course Selector

Portal-Folio

Organise your files and keep track of
your projects. It’s the easy way to build
up your portfolio.

Media Storage

See what’s being said about your portfolio and find out more about courses.
Make sure its the right choice for you.

Message Center

Homepage

About You

Inbox

User: Thomas H. Leahy. Not You?: Logout

Storage

Portal - Folio

Courses

Home

Portfolio

Inbox

Help

Start adding your work, making connections and
showcasing your ideas.

UCAS

Tips

Or just Jump Right In?

Guided Tour?

Take a look around and see what it
can for you and your future in the
creative arts.

By using Portal-Folio you are taking
control over the final portfolio
submission by knowing exactly what
the course has to offer you.

Creating your own portfolio and you
can have it viewed by tutors on the
courses you want, giving you
feedback and advice on how to get
the best from your work.

Portal-Folio is your way to connect
with colleges around the country.

What’s It All About?

Take Control of Your Creative Future

Portfolio

Create Your Portfolio.

(2) Inbox

Homepage

Portfolio

“This is the core of the site. It’s set up
like a work bench allowing the user to
assemble their portfolio. Each space is
clearly marked with encouraging text,
explaining what they need to add.
It has been purposely left blank in order
to allow the user to fill it with content. Any
images or icons would get in the way of
the users on work.”
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About You

Has it turned out the way you thought?
Did you discover anything along the way?
Where to next?

Upload

Upload direct from Your Computer.

OR

Drag & Drop from Media Storage

Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex
ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse
cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Inbox

User: Thomas H. Leahy. Not You?: Logout

Storage

Preview

Publish

Options for saving and deleting pages are
also available.

Personalise your portfolio with a range of
options. You can change the background,
frames and font.

Explore Your Options

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt
mollit anim id est laborum.
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Course
Selector
“Allowing the students to select and
review the courses currently available in
the UCAS system.
They can see what courses are available
and select one or a number of courses to
contact. By building up a list of contacts
they can then send on their portfolio to
them.
Its based on the UCAS system as it’s
UK’s largest 3rd level database.”

Search

Eastern
East Midlands
Greater London
North East
Northern Ireland
North West
Scotland
South East
South West
Wales

Hold down your CONTROL key to select
more than one region at a time

Regions

All institutions

Institutions

All attendance types

Attendance Types

All course types

Course Type

Enter a Subject

Subject

Advanced Search Options

Portal-Folio

Remove

Remove

Remove

Remove

Send Portfolio

Attach

Attach a cover letter
(or just let your work speak for itself).

Course Four

Course Three

Course Two

Course One

Build a list of courses and send
them your portfolio.

Send List

Course Selector

Portfolio

About You

Inbox

User: Thomas H. Leahy. Not You?: Logout

Storage

UCAS Portal

Add Course

Like what you see?
Add it to your send list.

Search

All course types

Course Type

Enter a Subject

Subject

Add as many courses as you want to improve on
By using the search options you can browse all
the courses on UCAS and build up a list of choice your feedback.
that can be edited and changed.

Once you are happy with your choices simply
click Send Portfolio and your portfolio is on its
way.

Course Selector

Courses

Course selector allows you to find the courses
you want, add them to a list and send off your
portfolio.

(2) Inbox
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Biography
“The page allows the user to add a
section on themselves letting the college
see not only their personality but also
their influences.
The inclusion of a bio also helps to put a
human face and personality on the site
and portfolio.
They can also talk about their
influences.”
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Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident,
sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id
est laborum.

Add Your Own File

Tell Us all About Yourself.

Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

Inbox

User: Thomas H. Leahy. Not You?: Logout

Storage

Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla
pariatur.

About You

About You

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua.
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Storage
“Allowing students to access the media
that they have uploaded to the site and
to organise it. The user will also be
encourage to think about what they are
uploading and to “capture” moments in
the creation process.
By seeing the steps the college can
explain in more detail what to do next or
where the user went wrong.”

Photos
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Artwork

Upload

Upload

Sketches

Upload

Homepage - Storage

Designs

Portal-Folio

Portfolio

Courses

Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex
ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse
cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.
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Storage

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt
mollit anim id est laborum.

Storage

About You

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

What this then?
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Inbox
“In order to complete the feedforward
and feedback loop you need to have an
Inbox. The user can come here to check
on mails and also send off their messages to colleges.
The layout is very simple and one of the
biggest departures from the grid system
in previous designs.”
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The following text is a
brief summary.
The full text can be found
@
http://nigelheather.
wordpress.com/category/
final-show/websites/

Homepage
“The design and layout of the homepage
translated well from page to screen with
only a few minor tweaks. To make the
page more interactive a hover and click
feature has been added to each icon.
This gives the user the impression of
clicking or tapping on something.
As Dillon states in his paper on UI and
Cognitive Science (Dillon,2003) the user
needs to feel that there is some sort of
feedback when interacting with a virtual
system.”

Portfolio
“The portfolio page has been very tricky
to put together and has really tested not
only my design skills but my front end
coding skills.
There were a number of problems with
the page and it took a lot of time and
coding to get working.”

Portfolio
“The drag and drop elements, along with
the slider caused a number of problems.
I had to give up on the idea of being able
to upload images via the site.
Further details can be found on the blog.
Needless to say I was banging my head
on the keyboard quite a lot.”

Course
Selector
“Huge problems with this page as the
feature I added linking to UCAS has
failed.
While it worked fine up till the
03/06/2013, UCAS have changed their
databases.
Hopefully there is a work around for the
show.”

Biography
“There was not much to be added to this
page apart from textareas. As most of
the planning and thought had gone into
the design, all these elements slotted
together easily.
Other elements have been added like
the information buttons allowing pop ups
to appear so that the user can
understand what is being asked of them.”

Inbox
“Pretty much a carbon copy of the
designs. All the background elements
are pulled from them. All the “emails”
have links to a pop that displays the
message and allows the user to reply to
the messages.”

Storage
“The original design had been coded
but it was a bit bland. The images on
the page just seemed cramped and the
whole thing just wasn’t working for me.
To address this problem I started on a
redesign.”

Storage
“The

new page is a lot fresher looking
and has more going for it visually. Its also
a break from the usual layouts that I had
been doing.
To enlarge the image the user simply
has to move their mouse over it and it
displays for them. I also included on this
page the idea of having apps available to
download.”

Ani

mation

The following text is a
brief summary.
The full text can be found
@
http://nigelheather.
wordpress.com/category/
final-show/animation/

Storyboard
“Every

animation begins with a
storyboard. The animation was used in
the pitching session and so there are far
more ideas explored here than would be
in the final show. For that I focused in
sole on the student side of the site. ”

F.U.D.
“A features

of the site is removing Fear,
Uncertainty and Doubt from the system.
Here I focused in on the interview
processes.
To express the feeling of fear the table
stretches back putting a lot of distance
between the student and the tutors.
With Portal-Folio this distance is
removed making for a more comfortable
interview.
Text effects were used to heighten this
experience.”

Processes
“Portal-Folio

is about the personal
experience and the removal of the
“factory process” of submissions.
To show the process at its most
mechanical pipes and conveyor belts
were used.”

Freedom
to Fail

“I

wanted to explore the idea of “Freedom
to Fail”. Students are stuck in a grading
system that has no place for errors. In a
creative field this can mean the stifling of
talent and the will to explore.
By being outside a system when using
Portal-Folio, students can be encouraged to try new things and to see failure
as an experience worth sharing.”

Feedforward
Feedback

“By

contacting the colleges students are
feeding forward. When a college replies
they complete the cycle with feedback.
This method can then develop further
with more communication. Feedback is
an important part of any education.
(Higgins, 2010).
Once a student can get use to and react
to feedback they will gain more of an
understanding of their own work and the
demands of the course”

Pressure
Release

“By

spreading out the portfolio
assessment over two years Portal-Folio
removes the pressure that students are
under in their final year.
With the mounting pressures of exams
and portfolio creation a student can feel
under a lot of strain and may not submit
their best work.
Portal-Folio takes away some of that
stress and pressure with its feedback
cycle informing the student of the course
requirements. ”

Critical
Evaluation

Word Count 1463

Introduction:
What I had was an idea.
What I lacked were the resources.
My goal was always to develop the concept of
Portal-Folio. It is something that has a place in
the world. I can see it moving past the concept
stage and on to something bigger. What I want
to do is simply manage this concept by bringing
together people with design and coding skills.
With their input and ideas helping to shape
the system it would come together as a viable
product as something that can change the face
of college.
All that stands in the way of that is the degree
and the show.
Main Body:
To create an example site to explain the
concept I scaled back the whole system and
just focused on the student side of the design.
The student section would be the most
interactive part and the biggest selling point in
terms of users.
The hope was to create a working prototype
with server script. This was to be my undoing.
Just because you can walk doesn’t mean you
can dance, in other words just because you
know HTML doesn’t mean you know PHP. I
made the mistake of jumping into it feet first
rather than trying to learn it step by step. I had
to address server side languages which are
very different to front end scripts. Other
problems with coding and getting a bit too
involved in the Umbrella site didn’t help.

Looking back on the last month it just seems to
be endless problems - of encountering my
limitations due to time constraints and poor
planning, to rotten luck and distractions. There
have been problems but there have been
solutions too. And they have worked. I have
created a site that looks good and functions up
to a point. I wanted a fully interactive site but
this is not going to happen. It would take
someone of a much better coding background
than mine in order to get the site to this point.
All the front-end elements are there but they will
have to be controlled by me. It is very much a
staged illusion, it all looks like magic until you
move a mirror or set a bunny on fire. This is fine
really as I am doing a Creative Media course.
This is something I had to keep reminding
myself of. At the end of the day it’s the frontend
and the communication that are most important
to the degree.
I have taken my concept and pushed it in to a
working model, set about designing an
interesting looking interface and included as
many features as I could while all the time
thinking of it as a professional piece.
What I set out to do I didn’t fully achieve but in
doing so I adapted to that change and have
created something that will allow me to
showcase some of the potential of Portal-Folio.
We are shaped by the things that go wrong as
much as we are by what goes right and I have
learned to adapt to those changes and go with
them, usually after swearing and despairing a
lot first.

To push both myself and the concept a little
more I decided to step outside of the web
design and create some animations. The
animations explain the concept in pictures
instead of words. The aim of them was to show
that I could take a very wordy idea and process
it down to a visual interesting medium.
This has been the only stage so far that I have
enjoyed doing. Part of this is the payoff for the
work I did with the pitch. As I worked hard on it,
it’s nice to be able to reap some of that reward.
At times I feel like I have done nothing and then
looking over my portfolio I see that actually I
have been working my ass off and producing
some amazing things. Only by stepping back
from something can you really return to it with
warmth.
The idea for the space has changed
somewhat. The cost of trying to put on what O
wanted would have been about £1000. Seen
as I have limited funding at the moment, this is
just not going to work. So it’s all about scaling
back. Things like plasma screens are gone and
I sourced my own projector. I shall be hiring
a rear projector screen and a kit to go with it
costing around £280 for the week. Really I need
to see what’s available before I can decide on
what to do. It shall be a busy weekend but I
have no doubts that I’ll rise to the occasion.
Because I wouldn’t be around to help out with
the initial set up of the exhibition, I offered to
do the website. With the help of Liz Jeary (FDA
Photo) we were able to design and fill the site
with content. We both fell naturally into our
different roles with no hassles about who was
doing what. Liz was a great help organising everything and being a springboard for ideas.

While some sections are lacking content I was
able to design around this. The site is about 75
pages in total, which sounds like a lot but most
of it is the same design with different content.
These would all need little tweaks to keep a
uniformed look.
Truth be told I did feel a little guilty leaving as
things were kicking off so I worked hard on
the site. I wanted the college and the groups
to have a web presence that looked and felt
great. Myself and Liz took on the task and set
about doing it without needing much in the way
of guidance or help. This seemed to appeal to
Sian as it was one less thing she needed to
deal with. I was under the impression that this is
how everyone would work after taking on a role
but I was mistaken.
There seems to be a total apathy when it comes
to the show on the part of the BA students.
While a few have come together they are
overburdened with the workload. As the process is still going on I find it hard to reflect on it.
This apathy seemed to be a problem throughout
the year.
Moving back to Ireland in order to save
money was a mistake. The disruption of the
move and the breaking of my routine have cost
me time and head space. Due to not being
around I have missed out on the chance to help
out people with work that needing doing.
This is my one real regret of the year.

In Closing:
I have realised over the last year that I am far
better suited to developing concepts than I am
with practical matters. I enjoy being presented with a problem and seeing what solution
works with it. This kind of thinking works best
with eople who have equally good skills when
it comes to pulling off the ideas. The bad timing
of this is that I have found a concept I want to
develop but need to do a lot of practical work for
the show. This last year has opened my eyes
to a huge world of theory, which I love, and my
practical limitations.
I feel my work is always lacking and that I am
not working hard or fast enough to be able to
keep up with my brain. This last year and this
project especially has proven to me that there is
a role for me and all the skills I have amassed
have helped shape that role and refined it to a
point. The guidance of my tutors on the course
has been a great help in me seeing other avenues of thought and being able to form the
ideas in my head into coherent work.
The reflective part of the degree has taken me
by surprise as I had never really reflected on
anything. Which turns out to be a lie, I reflect on
everything. Having the time (or making it to fill
a grade requirement) has shown me all things
interlink and there is a tidal ebb and flow to
thoughts. By looking back it drives us forward.
That is something I will take with me always.
It’s odd to be writing this evaluation at this point
as I am still caught up in the moment of it all.
Had I submitted it later it may have been quite
different, as it is I’m writing this while work is still
piled up around me and I find it hard to really sit
back from it and think on just what it all means.
But hey that’s just life.
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